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Abstract

The hypothesis tested in this study is that the 26th Infantry

Division cannot reach an acceptable level of training readiness in

accordance with the Anyes standards to mobilize, deploy, and conduct

comibat operatioens. The 26th Infantry Division is an Army~ National Gua~rd

cobat unit with elemets based prima-rily in Mastsachusetts, but with

smaller units throughout the Nev Mrigland states. With the active Aniy

force being reduced due to budget costait and the collapse of the

Warsaw Pact, it is likely that Mzmy National Guard units will assume

rare responsibility for the national defense interests of the United

States and its allies. The research method used in this study is based

Upon an approach to the hypothesis from two directions. First, the 26th

Infantry Division' s actual performance of critical tasks essential to

reach com~bat readiness was measured against the Amny' s pul~ished

expectations in its training manuals. second4ly, personal ~expience and

the expeertise of other active du~ty Anny trainers who, have observed the

unit in training were called upon to test the hypothesis. Both

approache verified that the 26th Infantry Division cannot obtain

wartime readiness due to resource constraints,, poor leadership, and

organizational vekesses. I conclude that the oceubat units in the A~y

National Guard have lost their focus as to why they exist and that they

should be disbanded. Accesion For
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Chaptesr I

Itroduction

The United States Army is in a state of sinfcatcange.

Despite Operation Desert Stonu, the active coponsnt of the Ariy will be

reduced. Due in part to a decreased threat fren the Soviet Union and

the collapse of the Warsaw Pact as well as large budget deficits in the

United States,, the reserve oaqponents (United States Army Reserve and

the Army National Guard) vill as== a greater role in the Amy force

structure.

The decreased threat against the United States and its allies can

be seen in three key agreements betsween the United States and its allies

and the Soviet Union. First,, the Interndiate UAlear Porce (3W)

Agreement signed in Daebr1987 elimainated an entire class of theater

nuclear weapons with ranges between 300 and 3,,400 kites 1 Seclondly,

the Conventional Ulorces in Europe (CFE) Treaty, signed on Nm=Ller 19,

1990, slahe forces in Europe by 40 percent with the Soviet Union

bearing the bulk of the outs. Described by President Buish as "9the

farthest-reaching arm agreeinut in bistory,"9 the Treaty reiire. the

scrmiwi or rvawyl of roughly 100,000 of the 250,000 tanks, aum,

anmvrd oafat vehicles., and airc~raft frau the Euiropean momtinant.2

Further., this treaty sustntiaes Mikhail aGoxm~w's ne military

strategy of "Rteasonable Sufficiency,," which in essue resv the

offensive cononent of Soviet defense policy prevalent sinc the

mi-609. 3This Treaty has rinoved moet, if not all,, of the threat of an

attad by the Soviet Union and its allies against Westa= Burepe. The



third significant agreeent between the two nations and thei allies is

the Strategic ms Reduction Talks (s8MI) Treaty expected to be signed

later in 1991. This treaty is intended to decrease the likelihood of

strategic nuclear war between the United States and the Soviet Union by

greatly reducing the number of missile delivery system and warheads

allowed by both nations. All three of these agreements reduce both the

actual and psychological threat of war between the two sides of the all-

but-defmct. Cold War.

Another major reason for the decreased threat toward the United

States and its allies is Gorbachev, s current focus on rebuilding the

ecozcic, political, and social base within the Soviet Union. To do so,

he must concentrate his resources and efforts within the Soviet Union

itself without concern for oostly foreign adventures. 4  Despite his

efforts, there appears to to a good possibility that the Soviet Union

itself may collapse with, at best, only a loose federation of

independent countries remaining. These internal pzoblens once again

cotribute to the decreased threat against the United States and its

allies. With the threat fram the Soviet Union decreased substantially,

the question remains, what will be the size and struture of the United

States Army2 While it is difficult if nc.; inpossible to predict the

future with a great deal of accuracy, it is unlikely that a massive

engQg .zt between the MM and Wars.w Pact force an the plains of

Ge••any will oocr, particularly when m considers the treaties

discussed above and the unification of the two Ge'many' in 1990.

Further, it is umlikely that Xikhail Gorbachev (or his successor) could

sustain an amy of sufficient strength to threaten western interests in

It appears more likely that the United States Amy will be
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structured to respond quickly to a distant location in d"ense of its

econmic interests or citizens, such as the case of the current

operation against Iraq, or as in Panama in 1989, or Greauda in 1982. No

me can predict with perfect accuracy where the United States Amy will

be called upon to deploy, but the underlying need for a rapid deployment

of highly trained soldiers who are able to effectively use sophisticated

equipment and weaponry is apparent. Currently, the United States

maintains 28 divisions in the Total Force (active A=ny, Anuy National

Guard, and the United States Anny Reserve). Tea of these divisions

consist entirely of Azy National Guard units, while eight of the

remaining eighteen divisions a: 3 called 1roundout units, in which at

least one brigade-size omnbat element from the Army National Guard will

become part of an active-duty Amy division in the event of a war. 6

Thus, the Army National Guard forms about 45 percent of combat strength

of the Total Force.7

The Total Force structure of 28 divisions was designed originally

on the assamption of a war with the Soviet Union and the Warsu Pact in

Europe. The' Arny envisioned progressively worsening relations between

N and the Warsaw Pact with sufficient time to mokbilize and train the

reserve forces to deploy to Western Europe in the event of a general

attack. Indeed, despite the profound changes in Europe along with the

collapse of the Warsa. Pact and Soviet begemoy in Easter EropO, many

Amy National Guard units in the Nw England area still conduct wazm

based upon a European scenario.

With the apparent of the Cold War, the looming budget deficit,

and the subsequent need to cut defense costs in an effort to reduce the

deficit, the De bt of Defense (DoC) has issued a directive to

reduae the active ~oaqxent of the force structure. The Iiyl

3



adapttion of DoD, a directive is called the ,Building Dovne, (sic)

Program. While operation Desert Store has delayed inplementation of this

program, the number of active duty divisions is likely to decrease by

between two and six of the current = of sixteen. In keeping with

the strong support Oongress historically accords to the reserve

c~ponents, this decrease of the active (and more costly) force will be

absorbed by an increase of funds to the reserve components. 8 But along

with this increase of funding to the reserve forces will ome an

increased role of defense prepardness previously expected fran the

active force.

The Azny Chief of Staff defined in his January 1990 White Paper a

need for readiness as the "huild down, occurs. 9 He envisions a quality

force of the right size and composition to meet a wide array of

potential threats to the U.S. interests throughout the vorld. ",This

Total Amy will be lean, ccepetent, confident and well trained. We

cannot settle for anything less, 1'0 General V o announced.

But the question is, can the reserve ccponents, particularly the

Amy National Guard, take on the increased role of defense prepa.dess

as the active Amy pursues its "Building D 'wn" progm? This thesis is

written to examine this question. specifically, it will pursue the

answr to the question by amining the 26th Infantry Division, an Amy

National Guard unit with elments located primarily in Massachusetts,

but with umits also in Connecticut, Venmt, and rde Island. The 26th

Infantry Division can deploy anywhere in the world if called ion by the

President in the event of a selective, partial, full, or total

mobilization, and/or by Conressional approval or declaration of war.

My hypothesis is that the 26th Infantry Division cannot reach an

acce;table level of training readiness to moilize, deploy, and conduct

4



cunbat operati-ms. Two different research methods will be used to prove

this hypothesis. First, I will use the Army's oan manua.s and training

guides to assess whether resources a.-e available to meet the minimal

standards of readiness for deployment as detailed in these publications.

These resources include training areas to mansuver and time available

during regular National Guard training events to develop both individual

and collective proficiency in wartime tasks.

Secondly, I will dror upon my experience as a trainer with over ten

years in the active Any in various command and staff positions. I will

apply this experience as an observer-participant of various units in the

26th Division to add the research question. Data were drawn from

over two years of personal observation assigned as an adviser to the

reserve component units in the Nw England area and as a participant in

the mobilization of several reserve units to the Middle East in the

latter months of 1990 and in early 1991 in support of Operation Desert

Storm. Also, I used the eperience of other active duty trainers

assigned to work with the 26th Infantry Division to improve its training

posture. The information drawn fru these trainers is from a total of

about 100 years of training expertise from various units thr the

Army.

I hope to conclude that the 26th Infantry Division cannot reach a

level of combat readiness for dployment. I will argue that the AM

lacks the resources and the expertise to train to the Any'S established

stanards. Further, training for dployme is only part of wbat M

units are aipectad to do. Thus, there is a confusion of purpose for why

they exist.

This confusion of purpose appears to be at the root of the ANG.

The Guard is an organization with nomtive as well a technical and

5



structura souroes in that it was created to contribte to the national

defense as well as to serve the governors of the respective states. A

clearly defined structure was created within the Qurd for this and.

These rationalized sonres appear to be the primary cmaal forces

m t the organization of the Amy National Guard. mBt these

forces are referred to by Meyer and Vann as ,,rationalized myths" in

that the Guard's statenents of intents and goals of "readiness" canot

be empirically verified internal to the Guard and, secondly, that these

goals ar widely believed. 10

This cross-cutting of goals has caused organized anarchy. As

W. Richard Scott has written about organizations, "1Wat solutions get

attached to problems are largely determined by chancel. U To cope with

this organized anarchy, the 26th Infantry Division has used the occasion

of Operation Desert Shield in the Middle East to issue a plan, which is

largely symbolic and ineffective (Chapter 4). it is my belief that the

crmss-cutting of goals has resulted in ineffective planning prveyt

the 26th Infantry Division to reach a level of combat readiness for

deploymnt.

While I am MMAi only the 26th Infantry Division for purposes

of focus and tim and resource limitations, it is my considered belief

that this conclusion is applicable to Amy National Guard divisions and

separate brigades throughot the United Statas, and that the 26th

Infantry Division is not unique in this regard. Thum, this thesi

saould be vieved as an in-depth case study of what may be true in Army

National Guard units across the board.



Cmpter11

Tm Amy Aticm.l Guard

AL-r . and Miasions

SMW ArMy National Gauard (AM) is the largest of thm Amy, Navy,

Air Frtce, Marine, and Coast Guard olh~mIt, of the United States

Baeezve systm with ar assigned strmmgt of 456,960 -Mn and CMen

located in emvzy state, including Gum,. the District of Co*Ilu a, the

Vig Islads, and puerto ico.1 2 its mission is to train id~ivumals

and units in support of the Total Fore policy in the event of mar. The

Amy National Guard fraces its heritage bm to 1636 n unmites were

formed for protection of the colonalist arcumd the area of Boston,

Nassacbsetts. Today, the National Guard perfo both federal and

state assor amit or ,missions." Training tim for the missions

averages thirty-nine days per year. Ma Natioal Gard is thus a

low-cost uaetation force for the active Amy if so called upon, as

well as for their states and local cmmities wre natural disasters or

civil disorders oaur. For the active force, the Guard contribztes

about 46 percent of the Arm's coat cty at about percent of

the natjonal defene 1oet.13

The Gurd differp from the United States AMy Pl.erv (IMUQ ini

prmwzly two ways. First, the Una is sostly m- oriented In

that VR Iezs provide M~ ort to am t u•its. This mu oct

includes mdicall, legal, tansprtation, Iniutmme, u4 msuply

specialties. Smeconly, the UM is not remourced or onrzolled by

i ii.aal Jistates, as is the AND.,- It is stidz'ncbe-nax like -the

active Um with a in Atlanta, Geria.

7



The ARG and USAR are similar in that both recruit candidates to

fill the ranks. These candidates are recruited during high school or

through advertising in the media. Sm are recruited through referrals

made by acquaintances or friends. The tens of ,nlistnt, are the sam

-eight years. !Thse eight years are brokme out into three or six years

of actual weekend duty with the rnaining time spent as an Individual

Ready Reserve (nM), in which the soldier can be called anytime to

active duty within the rananing eight-year 1listmnt.

With AMy National Guard under control of the governors during

peacetime, Guard training is usually ad-inistered by the states,

Ajutant Generals (AG), who are to work closely with their active AM

partners to develop particular training progr to perfom effectively

with the active units in the event of mobilization. This arrangau t is

called the AMy CRPU1 program. The Adjutant General (AG) is an

appointee of the gavernor (except in Vermont, where be/she is elected by

the legislature, and in South Carolina, where selection is made by

popular election) and thus serves as chief of staff to the governr and

Administers the state military estaDlisbmet. Historically, the Guard

has been a source of patronage for the governors, and many Guard

officers have engaged in partisan activity by pursuing a career in

politics and the Guard at the sa timfe. 1 4

Because the National Guard makes u about 46 percent of the cwbat

capabilities of the Total orce., the is an effort to equip the Mod

with up-to-date equipsent, including tanks, infantry fighting vebicals

hoWirters, and OCIMM4mations eWqpummt. Urther, the AIy Ntional

Guard maintains ove 3,000 azoriws and nearly 1,000 maintenace sAxbps,

usually staffed by full-time support persoinal, including full-time

~ of the National Guard,, who help to kep the equipenint and



facilities in working order. 1 Mot of the training co ted by the

Guard is hald at the aories, but Annal TzinW (AT). a ti--week

period designed to allow the unit to manzver and be evaluated, is held

at eitbar active duty posts, such as Fort Devem, W, or Fort Drum, N•,

or at National Guard Training facilities, such as c=Vp E ards, MA, or

Caimp Ethan Allen, VT.

During the 1980s, the National Guard epanded the scope of thei

responsibilities to the active foare and the Adjutant Generals by taking

an active role in the nations war on drugs. The National Guard

conducted over 3,100 missions between 1983 and 1988 to eradicate

dcimst-Ically grown marijuana and interdict illegal drug entry into the

United States. 16 Also, the Guard bas worked vith federal, state, and

local law enFor t agencies to develop illegal drug intelligence

through the use of high tacbhnlogy observation equipment.

In sum, Amy National Guard units are located thraout the United

States and its territories. It is charged to develop wartime

proficiency in the event of mobilization to augmnt the active A and

it performs state missions such as disaster relief and riot control

I the supervision of the Adjutant GmzIs during peacetime. In the

19809, the Guard has been asked to support the war on drug. through the

use of it. mmarxw and advanced equipment. The Army National Guard

trains for and conducts tbhas smudry missions aggradnmtely thirty-nine

days a yewr.

9



dbmpter III

-nn the F

Evsmy Am~y National guard (~NW) has an assigned wartim Mission.

Although not all hN~ units deploy to the combat area of oprtions

1saaNmU nits remain in the U.S. to instruct rM moldidICS trnh

basic training and advanced individual traininag), rcinbt units deploy to

Southeast Asia, southwest Asia, and Europe. The 26th Infantry Division

(ID) deploys to Europe in st~port of MD operatic... As of this

writings, the 26th ID is still designated to deploy to Emcope if called

UPOn

utxmn mobilization, AmG units fall ime the cmman and control of

active duty Units. Since AIM units are intended to condut military

op arertions With these active dhity Unitas, the MWz designied the CMW1TC

Pr~ogrn.Une this Arrmrin, Am ers ame given guidance for

depoymntand missions the units are mqeted to perfom in the area of

opezratiins fron active duty 'Units. Them missions are the basis for the

mission Essential Task List (N=~h, which is a omipilation of collective

tasks the unit -nut perfom if it is to .~mflyacom] 4iuh its

wmztim :missions. For the 26th ID and -Ia Ot~ma c 1 Unitas, cm task

likely to be identified in the IWHM is to condut offenive 'perations.

Owrason for this is twfold. firsts, active duty ~

realize that it wil requir idms or possibly inntbo before1 the AXn

Units will be able to arrive in thes arem of operations. AMn Units are

-required to assm~le at their azuagiss ev to thei oi.td

stationss, m min I'mt trainings, aM deploy. Cow deplaode4 the =nits drur

1.0



their equipment from storage sites located in Burepe. From there, the

AUS3units need time to aocooumt for anbed familiar with the nam

equipment before movinag into assembly areas.

Seo- y sina the active duty ocaanger do not have a clear and

concise idea of bow long this process will take, they are still expected

to array their forces in such a manner to repel an attack or present a

fomidable defensive posture to buy time to discourage a would-be

attacker. So it is likely that active duty units will be either in a

defensive posture or trading space (ground) for tim in a deliberate,

controlled withdrawal until additional units frt the United States are

in position to influence the battle. With this scenario in mind,

conuctngoffensive operatios is a likely MMEL task for any AM unit

deployed from the United States.

To identify and expand upon this one mission and to describe ow a

unit in the AM will Likely prepare for this mission, the remainder of

this chapter will explain the tasks an infantry battalion,, of which the

26th ID has seven,, mist acomplish. What ematly an infantry battalion

is supposed to do and bo- it is to do it cams frmton sources. on- is

the unit's whmI headouarter, which tells the unit what missions it

is equeted to parfom in the area of operations. Now the unit is to

perfom these missions is described in detail in Amy training

publications. I will e these publications as the basis for how a

patuar mission is to be ac abed.

]Net, each level of cm.= described in this chapter will be

followed by an assessmnt of how much they are able to do,, given the

etations described in umy training publicatio. I will bsem this

aupon several differakt souco . First, I will base it

partially upon my own obeemati= of these units tying to aoccagaish

11



this partcular task (ocuy an assembly area) over a two-year

period- secondly, I will take part of the assest ft m other active

duty offioers and senior noncnissicned officers (Moo) who have also

observed this task. These observes have years of mrperience in this

field and are considered mperts by the • u•. Further, they bring a

wide range of experience frau different types of units that perfom this

task during training emercises. This allows them to view the task frm.

a broad perspective without bias fram any particalar point of view.

Finally, I will base the assessment partially on the historic

training records of the units expected to perform the task. These

records reveal bow often the task is trained and what s tasks

are addressed to allow the unit to train the task to standard.

I will conclude the chapter by addressing what the implications are

for the AIM units. It is inportant to keep in mind that this is just

me of several missions AMUs assigned by their -h and

that wartime tasks identified an the MM are only a portion of tasks

the unit is expected to prepare for duing peacetime.

The training mamnll the Amy uses to describe what is aqected frau

its units to perfom particular tasks are described in the Amy, s

Mission Training Plan (AMW 71-2MP dated October 1988). it applies to

active and reserve cponent (USR and MG) division, brigade, and

battalion omders and staffs and provides a descriptive,

MissOn-oriented training program to allow a battalion to perform its

wartim mission. The battalion is upected to perform all .orting

collective tasks to the standards defined in the m'P, regardless of the

unit's omponent (active or reserve).17 Further, the M]P prohibits

- changes detailed within the manual.

To condct offensive operation., the infantry battalion is uupacted

12



to perfom qaxodmately fifty collective tasks,, accordi to the

manual, or XTP. This number of collective tasks to oonduct offensive

operation's will vary depending on terrain, the enany force and what it

does, the amout of casualties a unit suffers, and the logistics to

supiport the operation. But since no me can predict with any confidence

bow a battle is likely to unfold, the unit is gpected to prepare each

task to standard. The major tasks to be perfomed at battalion level

and the supporting tasks are as follow:

1. Have Tactically

a. occupy an assembly area

b. Perform a tactical road march

c. Perforn a passage of li

d. Perform hasty river/gap crossing

2. Fight a Meeting - - 1qmn

a. Defend

b. Bypass an enmy force

c. Attack/ omterattack by fire

3. Assault

a. Breach a defended obstacle

b. e a

C. Oonsolidate

For purpose of clarification and to develop an ap tion for

what is involved in perfozing thee collective tasks, me task (occupy

an assmbly area) will be selected and uiplaied. Included in that

plaatic will be a description of what each level of comnd mnt do

to a•oolish that missicn, frca battalion, to cmnqmy, to platoon and

13



squad, and finally individual tasks.

X intend this detailed explanation to serve two purpose. -irst, it

wil ld-strate the detailed planning and proficiency the Amy expects

from its xMits; and., secondly, it will dk atrat the amout, of

resmirces an Army National Guard unit requires to reach proficiency in

the missions it would be eqpected to perf am in war. it is igiortant to

ranember that both active and reserve units alike are aected to

perform this task correctly, and that it is only one of several critical

tasks.

Before I offer a description of tasks to be opised at each

level, the three levels of cOmaMd and the structure of each should be

described. The Amy views the battalion as the lowwt level of

independent manauvw in wartim. The reason is becaus it is structured

to address the basic elements of manomw (coamd and control,

inteligence, operations and logistics sections) and it controls the

assets it needs to conduct operations. Tbhse assets are artillery and

close air support, engineer assets, air defense pon, and

maintence.

The battalion is made of usually five line companies and a

headquartes compnY. These six oamMes are like the fingers of a

hand with the five line comoanies acting in concert to allm the band to

fmuction effectively.. A each finger is a part of the band, so is oeah

cpmny part of the battalion to perfom a mission or task.

Each line OcOiny consists of three platoons and a hem uarters

platoon. The platoonr have a sim4la rp to the cmpay as a

capany dues to the battalion, but platoons have few assets outside of

cowbat or direct fighting abilities. Platoons are mad of three squads

each and each squad is authorized nine in an infantry battalion.
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The uipectation of each level are derived f applicable AM

training manuals and the assesmts are derived fr=m the use of each

level's assets to acocuplish the standards derived from the manuals or

- oomuy an Assembly Area - the Battalion

For this task, the battalion is ordered to mve to an assembly area

and prepare for future •perations. An assebly area is znrmally located

in a secure area away from direct or indirect my fire, but the

possibility of either a grotmd or an air attack forces the unit to plan

acordingly.

The battalion ccenander and his staff are expected to perform

several subtasks to acouplish this task. First, they select an

assambly area site that provides ocmoea3ment from emy detection and

sufficient space to disperse the battalion to minimize the pty

of an attack. This site should contain adequate entry and emit routes

and be defendable against a possible enmy attack. While a site may be

selected from an analysis of a relief map (which depicts land features,

roads, namaad objects, and woded areas), the omiander is aspected to

physically inspect the area for suitabilty if at all possible. For a

light infantry unit (limited nmber of vehicles, none of which are

amored), this site selection could take anywhere fro:m hr to days.

Next, the battalion icsmade ses an operations order (O0OI•) to

his I -o -24nate o mianies and staff. Th O u• holam he wmnts

the CoMaat on of the assembly area to occur and what he apects once

his unit is in position. aoM ommnders and staffs traditionally have

not spent many hours writing and issuing M . eomme of the ned to

be precise and clear in thei intent, OMs are tmxuht to =a officer.
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and senior sergeants for preentation in both a forml school setting

and in the units. The morm often they are practiced, the more effective

they are to ste units. The effectivene of any OM cannot be

fully ascertained witbout mouting the order in the area for which it

is written. This implies that MW units must allocate tim and arrange

for a training area to determne, the Opwe effectiveunes. For an mo

unit, this involves at least one day'. worth of training time to vrite

and issue the OPM and then exeeute the oomaton. of the area itself.

To save time, the AM units will use only each units' leaders to

actually ececte the OWM), but again, without the entire unit, the full

assessmnt of the ordar's effectiveness cannot be dete=ined. Jumior

officers and sergeants in particular often fail to fully appreciate the

detail necessary to plan and moute tasks witbt seeing the spatial

relationship of soldiers to actual growd.

Third, the battalion quartering party, usually uier the

supervision of a subordinate company o or the mecutive officer

(2O), the sectod in cand of the battalion, moves to the actual area

of the assembly area and prepares for the arrival of the battalion.

This tern's activities in the asssmbly area are rather gophisticated and

require a great deal of espertise and practice as woe as a decent level

of physical fitness. These activities include establishing initial

securty for the tem with a umll guard force, sweping for hidden

enezy positions or mines, and checi for a nwlear, biologicml, or

Chad cal (flCc on-tmination present frca previous g I gu t or enow

use. owe agin, the key to a suoesful --artIn- party in sped and

thýooud s. 0Thes skills ace with repeated practicea nd dril as a

toem along with individual skill proficiency. no t aumbly areas are

ever the smemnd each presents its am dgers.
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The fourth stop is the battalion occuies the assemnbly area. As

simple as it may sound,, just moving to a pat~lrspot is complex"

particularly during ho~urs of darkness when moving is msut effective to

Prevent obeVation by enemiy foram,. Bw a unit moe into an assOCebly

area has always been vivamd by Amy evaluators a~s a good indication of

the unitesa discipline and level of training. MW- standard is to Move

into the assembly area quietlywith no lights (or minimal red-filtered

light) without losing or injuring a~pne-~o in position,. soldiers

are to prepare fighting positions in the event of an SAy attack, clean

equipmient# initiate a rest plan, and establish a guard rotation.

Th remaining cL~tical subtaska include improvring the defense of

the assumbly area against ground or air attack, codcigrehearsals or

drills for future operations, checking and cleanin equipment, etc. For

the battalion coman r and his staff, future oprtosare planned and

OTOM. are drawn and issued to subordinate unit cGRUMefrs-

By detailing the subtasks a battalion o a rand his staff are

expected to perfom to properly ooepy an assembly areag, this task

should be viawed as caizaM and Control intensive (the mzrci~s Of

authority and direction by a coinder over assigned foraem to

acoVish the mission). i

But AMC units at battalion level are weak in omianda and control.

in the 26th Infantry JDivision. The basis for this obevation is

threefold: the lack of pracLice an the ground due to tun co-nsetraints,

poor unit dJiscipline,, and the -intanticmal or unintentiaaal ignoring of

critical subtasks.

First,#urtrn party operations are rarely done properly and more

often, than not,, they are not done at all. This indicates an

uziliqnees on the part of MM units to allw scarce training time to
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Joblis this small but critical xUbtask, or it indicates a tacit

recognition that AF units do not possess the sqertise to perfomz the

subtask to standard.

in a ousat situation, improper or incomplete qureigparty

oprtions could lead to disaster. An enmy force could booby trap the

area before the battalion moved in or it could attack the force during

its most vulnerable tine-Ohen its moving into the assembly Area. An

observant enismy can deduc when a unit is about to moe into an assembly

area by its actions,, and an effective qureigparty will telegragh a

battalion' s disposition and veaknesses before it moves in.

Seonidly, the poor state of unit discipline in the 26th Infantry

Division also shows, the lack of commn and control at battalion level.

It is interesting to note that every mbrof a battalion has a role in

assembly area operations.. yet it is not unomo to observe soldiers in

iM. units leaving the assembly areas for the camp during annual

training periods to purchase personal comfort iteins,, food,, make

telepon calls, or take shovers. Further,, logistics operations,,

traditionally one of the more difficult tasks of any army,, are rarely

practiced during assembly area operats ms. Maintenance, supply, and

commuications are perfonmed without consideration of vorking in a

tactical enviraoint due to the proximity of the assembly area to the

cuq. Without constant and realistic practice duriq field training

aceroises,, logistics will severely huller or eve render comat

opertios nn-efecive 19

Further,, battalion quartering parties do not don their protective

MWC clothing while pe-fomIng- this portion of the task. TLhe clothing is

bulky an- wxaoafortabi e,, yet necessary. By igzoring this subtaskr the-

unit is one again rot pearfonuIn the task properly.
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Finally,, the ARM units in the 26th XD have maer= wa attmipted to

occupy an assembly area at night at the battalion level for at least the

last two Years, eithe during annual training or on a drill weeken.

~eagain, this indicates an 13i'lngnass on the part of the AND~

units to allocate scarce training time to practice this difficult yet

critical stibtask, or it indicates a tacit rcgionthat this sUbtask

simply cannot be performed to standard and it will therefore be ignored.

Weak command and control at battalion level affects lower levels

also. The cwpay,. it will be -- -strated, faces similar command and

control problems as the battalion., but the company commuandr' problem

are c-cwmded sino he has no formal staff. Further,, poor training of

the critical individual tasks necesary to suport collective tasks

becomens even more apparent at the lower levels as the subordinate units

attempt to occupy the assemlbly area.

occupy an Assatbly Area - The Comp~any

The conditions for a omqmny to occupy an assembly area remain the

sae as the battalion,, as do the standards. The acepay is assigned a

part of the battalion assembly area based upon the oomany' a size and

Weapons systems. Like the battalion level quarterIng party leaer the

ccopay commnder (or his designated leader) als establishes initial

security,, assigns secjtor., checks for emy positions or aumad

surveys his area for NEC contuid ati

Wzt the leader of the coqxy quartering party has additional

critical subtlasks. No mint also select, a location for the cmaqvy

mortars an the anti-armr firing positions to support the commander' s

plan to defend against enmy attack. This task can only be Game

effectively if the commadu, Ulm almost alwaye writes the defame plan



of the assembly area,, ambialy walks the gxwmd his unit will occupy

before the unit arrives. The commander searches for likely aneazy

-~raches into his sector, both by amored vehicle and by foot,, and

checks the positioning of his key weapons Systumis as well as the

defenive schme of the coanies an his left adright. Thes

reqirmtsindicate that theoade or a deina- subAordinates

with a keen eie for such details unt Go teetasks.

Maint, the company moves into the aussembly area to dsgae

positions marked by the qureigparty without halting. The standard

to do so withiout halting is to prevent the unit from bunching up and

consquetlylosing control. if the standard is not met, an observant

eneay may take advantage of the confusion and initiat fire upon the

unit. ~econtrol is lost, history indicates that the unit will suffer

a great deal of casualties.

Next,, on= the unit is in position,, junior leaders emcourage the

soldiers to perform individual tasks to devrelop the oanderto

defensive plan. These tasks will be addressed in the n@Kt section, but

at this point, it is iqportant and required that junior leades= moe

their portions of the defense are sami. This requires a leader to walk

their positions telling soldier. what to apect,, what is on the flanks

of each position,, and where to orient their waepons. A sketch of the

positions and sectors. of fire are forwarded to the comany commnder,

wbo develops a ccmq*y sketch catilete with registration points for

indirect fire to support his defensive scfea.

The assesmet to perform this task reflects the poor MadicPline of

the AM soldier. s wewll as the poor comim n control starting at

the battalion level moving down to the comwnies. But at the company

level,, the poor leadership skdill of junior leaders am begin to be
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observed clearly.

As an atimle, instead of assumin a tinIworyZ position to priovide

cover and coealmt from an enemy while the unit waits to move into

positions, it is c n for soldiers to sit on the %gumd with thalr

veapons at their sides or placed up against a tree and initiate talkin

and smking. This is an indicator of poor leadership skills junior

lead•rs when the leaders themselv fail to orient these soldiers to do

what they are both trained to do and e•pcted to do as soft of the

unit. Violations of this type are more prevalent as the unit beones

fatigued. In addition to the reasons mentioned above, this is ar

indicator of the imacomptable level of physical fitness of the mibers

of the unit. This point will be expanded upon later, but a unit that is

not fit cannot effectively train and thus cannot be exected to

effectively fight if called upon.2O

Also, serious noise violations are ccomn, and Junior leades Gd

not effectively coordinate in their defensive schmees with adjacent

units. It is rare to observe a leader walk with a -te to the

area in front of his defensive position to discuss ,dead space, (area

not able to be covered by direct fire weapons) or primary aras of

engagemt. This et is easily checked by asking the soldier

for his range card--a sketch of his position that includes his primary

and alternate sectors of fire, deed space, range fan, positions on his

flanks and azimuth, and distance to an easily imei4f Iable terrain

feature.

In over two years of training m'ciss, theme ran cards hwae

never been observed by myself or any active duty trainers to be

ompleted to the standard the Amy has et. This inadequacy shos a

lack of discipline within the unit and/or ignorance of the tasks
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aipectad. Personal exeineindicates that, whbile junior leaders

cannot aplain all of the reqiraet to omzplete a rang. card

properly, they k-now meed to be completed,, yet rarely are rang.

cards ever initiated without prompting. I believe this is partially due

to a lack of discipline XM AD junior leaders.

As a final obervation, the senior leader of the coany has never

been observed to walk the ground his ompany will oocupy before it oves

into position in the two years data for this study have been collected.

It is my estimation that the cmande is too busy to do this level of

pre-plannirg because he become itracted by duties others should care

for. This distraction indicates a general lack of organization at the

copany level during training exercses, but this comes as no surprise

to me considering the poor commad and control abilities at battalion

level and the poor leadership skills of the oo'any's junior leaders.

It is difficult to quantify exactly bow many hors are necessary

just to reach this point because of uncontrolled variables such as

weather, terrain, and visibility, but AMC units require at least four

hours just to move from a battalion foaation into ompany and finally

individually assigned fighting positions. But this is only about 10 to

20 percent of the complete task to occupy an assmbly area. As

previously pointed out, ARM units only train two weeks during the

annuial training period and one weekend per month. Further,, the training

manual ac3- -- - that all tasks require repeated training before the

standard can be met. Next to each task listed in the MP is a block

entitled ,Iteration', followed by a numerical sequenc of I through 5.

The next section will smmerate the subtasks to be done at the

lowuet unit level to aoomazlish the task to occuy an assbly area.

Thsse sUbtasks require the greatest monmt, of tim to omplete the tasks
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to stanard. X will of fer comets based upon personal ceiation an

the obevations of other trainers to assist MW vmits in these

Subtalfls.

Ooctiy an Assemly Arma - TheI Platoo.n/Squad

11he conditions to move the platoon into the assemly area remajim

the BOOM s thet higher two echelons. The platoon has a quartrin party

that performs similar tasks of the battalion an comnpany quarterIn

parties,, but with the additional responasibility to determmine initial

positions for al1 elnmnts of the platoon. As it will be seen, the

lover the level of the unit,, the a=re detailed actually coogying the

assembly area 0es The platoon clears a release point while

indvidalsoldiers are guided to their assigned positions without

stqpping. Thin drill only takes a fms minutes to actually complete by a

well-trained platoon,, but pqiaration mist be cnidered to perforat this

drill to standard.

Firstj, the platoon leader or his designated a; rzuxtti- Mxst

acompyany the company quarter Ing party to view his assigned sector. He

umst analyze the groun to determine eniniy mounted and dismounted routes

into the platoon sector and nurk individual fighting position

acordigly A platoon front for a light infantry platoon is normlly

about 200-500 iseter. in length., devendin upon the terrain and

obsrvaionof the surrowding area. Th walk this siuch ground

thor oughly and mrk positions as wo11 as clear the are for mines or

traps could take bour.. But more, iaataty an keilanced, aM .11-

trained leader must perform this task.

'Impt, the platoon establishes local-security. T!Lhe platoon and

squad leaders amine and adjust the initial positioms to enue matmal
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w4Vort and to cover all gaps by obervation or fire. An ration

post (OP) is set up by the platoon leader and c•micatins with the

platoon cmumand post (CP) are established. Depening oce again an the

terrain and the visibility as well as the mae Ai - of the platoon and

squad leaders, this can tak from me to three hours.

Sethis structural frmework of the platoon and squad assumbly

area positions is in place, a wok priority is set and intensive

physical labor begins. Cmbat vehicles (if any) are postioned,ea

are aligned, and chemical agent xaa are uzplaced. It is at this

point that individual and crew-served fighting positions (,,fot boles")

are costructed. The effort to construct these is laborious. Usually,

one soldier digs while the other keeps watch for enyW activity for each

fighting position (soldiers are never placed in a fighting position

alone). Light infantry units have very limited digging equipment.

Portable pick/sbovels are used. These ,B-toolsO are sturdy but

difficult for most soldiers to use due to a lack of ; ,erienoe (the tool

itself resembles nothing an the comrcial market). Rocky or heavily

rooted ground greatly slows the digging process, but a good estimated

tim to plan for the construction of fighting positions is eight to

twelve hours. This tin period could be much greater if unit morale is

low, unit organization and leadership are vwk, or the level of physical

fitness of the soldiers camot sqiport the effort required to dig in

properly.

several other subtaska are required while the unit is prxiaring

fighting positions. One is to clear fields of fire, which involves

removing brush and branches that may obstruct the gun'erls viw of his

targets. Dqxedirg on the terrain, this subask cn take tw to ten

hour ormo. Zquipmit is checked, clemd, and tested.Them rmining
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sdbtasks to be performed in an asmb~ly area i nol] improving upon

individtal. fighting positions, instituting a rest plan, and preparizg

for subsequent missions..

My~ ~ 1 aseautOf hW AMa Unitsn in the 26th Infantry DiVision at

the p~to~sudlevel is based %=n personal obevation an

observations of other active duty trainers. overall, research has

revealed that no AM. unit in the 26th I.D. has ever completed this

UartI~lar task to standard at the platoon/squad level for at least fonr

1 attribute three reasons to why this is so. Cn, there is a lack

of competent leaders at this level an the few competent leaders in

thsenits are overly tamed. Secondly, leaders do not kno their

moldier's capabilities, which ultimately inden s morale. Third, the

soldiers are not phaysically fit to perform these rigorous tasks

'The lack of competent leaders is a seaknes commo in AMU units.

The poor state of training follows a soldier as he jprqmogresss in rank in

a unit. with so fonr competent leaders at platoot/squad level, the unit

relies too heavily on the few competent leaders available to complete

the myriad subtaska in any operation. This, competent leaders become

tired and stressed with a corresponingdecraeasein perfomnoe. So

what often coouzrs in stressful situations is leaders do not enue tasks

are performd to standard.

if the platoon attemts to do these tasks at night, the guide.

oftuitima cannot, find the platoon's individumi positions. This onus.ý

frustration by already fatigued soldiers, which further compud the
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low of confidene in the platoones leadwrship. 2his lead, to a brs

of discipline chaactr! by lai talking amkizag, and light

Further,. it is --InteresI Ig to note that weepon infMetion

primarily dkn to pormintuino.,e cleawing, and/or iqrcpe aussmly.

As con be =npectedo, lfrcIong weapons are -omo in AM units.

This indicates riot only poor discipline and training, but also deficient

CROAe&Visz aldus (Junior leadrs). weepons - ~timng bas been,

observed as a Bystmiic probuam during field exercises,, live-fire

mxrcisies,, and spot iwspec -tIon of units Ihronh- -I the 26th L.D.

Also* leades= do not In the -aailte of their units and

soldiers are often driven to the point of ineffectiveness. soldiers

resent this type of treatmet and morals invariably suffers. Further,

if a unit is too fatigued to properly perform the subtasks required.,

then the task cannot be done to standard and the unit is therefore

untrained in this critical task. Also., the lemdershIps ability to plan

training is called into question. If too mmy tasks are sdadled to be

perfazmed vithout sufficient resoue.w, the leas= are thmsgves not

proparly trained. Regardles of the reasm= why, thins ubtank bas not

been observed to be oinpleted to standard in any AmU units in the 26th

I.D.

Lwsty,, the unit. is not physically fit to prrmrigorcus tasks.

Th physical fitness level of the soldiers in themes units - to mIsustain

the activities required in noinal, infantry training. MMMIAla strength

and andrae are insufficient to allow snoldiers to function effectively

and still have aenegy to handle inmxzgii, - mII as a sude and

violant - oy attac. With the Amy a qi -Ave physical fitness

training plan designed for soldiers ever a sixinmth period, 2 it is
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highly Godtful that an AM~ unit will be capable of reaching a

suficihtlevel of fitness to develop nmaler strength and ~zrance

to deploy to a cooat env 'r ci-npt.

Given the detail inecesary to pexfou the task* cccL an ammably

area to standard,, an the problems dioaissed Above,, it is -esnal to

COnclUde that at the curret level of training, AIM units do o

pose=s the resairoms to perfomo this collective task to standard. The

unit would re~aire artansi training in the subtaska to perfom the

task. Further., the units would need to practice the subtabsks;and tasks

zrmPiteatdly until the unit could do it to the 7nhz standard., keeping in

mind the state of physical fitnes of the unit.

Finally, even if a unit could perform this task to standard, to

occupy an assembly area is but cme of may critical tasks a unit ist.

perform in a owbat eWnIV -mirlt. Omiaosyabsent from this task are

actions a unit takes ir mnay fire or attack. As can well be

expected,, the variable of emy contact along with all the additional

requ Z mt associated with that (cumalmties, resL~ply,, and reporting)

greatly calotsany training plan.

The Final Step - orns Tasks

As preyiously discussed., a unit comadr identifies the sost

inportant tasks to acomplish his vmrtime mission and list them, on the

Mission Essetial Task List UG=~L. A coeeder along with the officers

and nonumissmioned officers (Moos) in the unit thou identify collective

and individual tasks required to sitaort the unit's 3.L. 2tfinal

stop in identifying individual tasks not s--fial stated in the NIfPs

is through the use of the Soldier Training PIhtblication (STP) 2l-l-MMM

This is the soldier$s a Rna of C~m Tasks (S=
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This Manual contains the cam tasks that are deueed essential by

the Azuy to ",win an the Modern battlefield."2 3 The man=a requ each

soldier to perform the individual tasks the chain-of-ommand has

idtified based an te iunit's HML. The manual contains anctly 100

indvidual tasks to prcperly perform the HT task and to ocupy an

assably area. 311 soldiers mist be proficient in at least 50 of the

100 tasks listed. This is a very comservative estimate, but it is based

Upon the analysis of only one HM task, and AM units in the 26th I.D.

list: several HM tasks required for their wartime missions.

For the sake of emetratiz mactly what is required to train one

task to proficiency, a step-by-step analysis will be offered along with

the resources involved to train this task to standard. With ,peration

Desert Storm," the threat of a nuclea, biological, or chemical (NMC)

attack against U.S. forces was likely, so the task, ,"Put On, Wear,

Pmve and Store Your 317-Series Protective Mask with Hood" is an

appropriate task to analyze and it is a task omo to support any

umit' s NETL. If we assu a first-line supervisor is charged by the

platoon leader to train his five or so soldiers, the first requr it

would then be to organize the teo= and draw the masks from the unit NBC

room. Neft, the supervisor should check each mask before the training

begins to ensure the masks are cooplete and serviceable in a ance

with the applicable techical masual. A site conducive to training

(classroom or location out of dors) mist be pre-arrane and the tear

should be transported there. At this time, the trainer briefs the team.

The briefer orients the temr by tel'i the wbat they are about to

learn given the equiipent they have. He then uitions the tan

cIcerning possible hazards to the training, such as hypevantilation or

suffering a heat-related injry. At this point be asks the tern if
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anyon feels be can perfo• m the task to standard. This "pretest" is

aesigned to prevent soldiers from training a task they can alzeady

perfom. If a soldier performs the task to standard, he becoes an

assistant iTstructor and assists the other soldiers in the tem to

perfom the task to standard. Naet, an orientation statient is given to

emphasize why the task is important and ho it fits into the larger

schms of s-rting the unit PET. The task is then d -nstrated to

standard for the team so that they can visually absor bow it is done

properly. The trainer then describes each step of the task at a pace

sufficient for umde. The soldiers are then allowed to practice

the steps in the task and, when they feel they are prepared, they are

evaluated by the trainer to substantiate proficiency. If a soldier

fails to perfom the task to standard, be receives the instruction again

and is evaluated until be can denstrate proficiency. e proficient,

the trainer annotates in the soldier' s Job Book (a pocket-size list of

ivdual skills required in his specialty and his current rank).

Once again, it is difficult to determine amctly bw long it would

take to train this team in this task, but considering all of the steps

listed above and that this particular task has sixteen performance

measure, it is reasonable to assum a -miniun of three hours is

required for an AM unit. Also, this is but me task of at least fifty

individual tasks to suort the oollective task to oc=W an assebly

area. Further, AM units me t for training me weekend per month and

two weeks for annual training. While many tasks wIzld not require three

hours to train to proficiency, many other would take eve longer. 2 4

r AM units in the 26th I.D., personal obsrvation and t.stimony

of active duty trainers call into question not only whether the soldiers

in thse units can perfom the tasks, but also whath the trainers can
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properly adeini star and test the task itself. -hrgcugia the Division,

training of coon, tansk was umsatisfaatory. ame perso in a position

to ausesa the training stated that a junior leader in the 26th I.D. was

training moldiers in the inplaymt of Az an tipesoye mine

without a mock-up training device of the mine itself!

Not only is this clearly a case of an _ - -pared instructor,, but

his superiors either failed to check to amsire he me prepared to give

Instruction or amnply did not knw hw to properly addinister cc=

task training thmelves. The lack of instructor .qaaedues is CCU=

thronhout n task training. Evaluators often observed trainers

sinply reading passively from. the manual and moldier. tested and

evaluated as proficient,, even though they did not meet the standards

described in the manual.

These obevations leand to three conlusions. First,, insrtructors

are not proficient thaselves; in the tasks they are s~pomed to train

suborinates. It is difficult at Ibest to try to bluff mooes way through

the training. Further,, soldiers recognize when a trainer is not

prepared. This cause. feelings of apathy and resentmet. Soldiers;

reason that if a junior leade does not feel the task is izportant

enough for hin to learn, why should they? Leaders also lose credibility

and respect frau their mibordinates, which hurts retention in AMf

units. 2 5

Secondj, cinanders are failing to mn~ue the trainers are prepared.

The "1train the trainers"l concinpt is an Amy approach to place

resonsbilty for individual and collective training squarely on the

Abouldes of the commndrs.2  This is not bein dome acoem UM units

in the 26th I.D. Finally,, the ason tasft that are identified for
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training by the units are not focused to .u~iport the MMT task of the

unit. C== tasks are identified for training above unit level and

mandated for training for subodinates units. MML tasks,, boever., are

to be derived fren unit war plans and anternal directives,, which are not

neossatiyai. the same.27

In on, Commo task training of MM units in the 26th 1. D. is not

performed to standard. Unrirdinstructors not only call into

question the proficiency of junior leaders., they also adversely affect

the morale of individuals within the unit. Ccoanders are not checidng

to misue the training is done to standard and that the trainers are

trained. Training resources of time, transpor+tation,, equipment, and

facilities are precious commodities in MO units. These resources are

insufficient to train more than at few cinn tasks to standard, even if

the inst-1ructors were assumed to be proficient in the tasks they were

training .

The intent of this detailed chapter was to describe the

requrumntsto plan and conduct good training and to identify many of

the problems -encountered with this training in Amy National Guard

units. The next chqapte assesses som of the tecbniques AM units

employ to overcome many of the constraints of scarce resources.

Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to define the tasks a battalion,

c~aqxy, platoon/squad., and individual soldiers must do to occuy an

assembly area. This task was chosen because it is a task all units

deployed to a boetile nVI aowlt must do an it is included an all
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XZT~s within the 26th Infantry Division. This MIL task, bmer, is

only otA of several MMTL tasks a unit ib _uipected to do.

Personal rvation and the obsevation of otber professional Amy

trainers have led me to sevemral olusion at each level of .o.ma.

First, at battalion level, ommaMn and conltzol is weak. Battalion

OmMaern ad their staff lack the resourew to prPu-tiae critical tasks

on the ground, or they are too distracted with other duties -to

effectively conduct training. This has resulted in poor unit discipline

and disregard for perfoming critical subtasks to stanard.

At the ompany level, the weaknesse of the battalions affect the

=z 'iese abilities to perform this task. Also adding to these

problems are the poor leadership skills evident at the company level and

the lack of organization by the oanders thslves. I believe that

the oqpany oanders lack organization skills because the battalions

lack effective control of valuable resources, and control is lost due to

distractions. 1urthr, cany cowanders feel the ramifications of

poor jounro leadership skills because they rely more so on subordinate

leaders to accoplish critical tasks to a greater degree than at the

battalion level.

Jumior leadership problem are particularly evident at the platoon

and squad level. Superwtsors oftentimes do not know what they are to do

and soldiers perceive, this as a lack of concrn an the part of the

unitfs leaders. This adversely affects morale. Also, junior leaders at

this level and at the ocany level as well do not know the capabilities

of the soldiers or their level of training proficiency. As a result,

soldiers often receive training that is beymd their abilities or

lacking in purpose. Finally, many soldiers lack the pbysical fitaess to

perfoam these tasks to the standard.
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For the lwmGt, level Of training,, individual 0m Task Training

(CTT) , soldiers are once again not perfoimizag critical tasks to

standard. Ibere are three reasons I believe for this. Firstj, as mas

evident at the squad and platoon level,, instructors (Junior leaders) are

not proficient in the tasks they are teachin to soldiers. This meaw

not only ineffective training but also inaccurate assesints of soldier

skil Proficiency. These junior leaders canot, accurately determine if

a soldier is proficient if he doese ot kI what his pernose is

measured against.

Secondly,, unit coanders and senior M09 are sot checking to

ensure junior leaders are prepared to conduct the i :tucti on. I

believe this is aue to two reasons. Cm, unit moumanders are too busy

with other tasks they must perform becaue others within the unit are

not doing what is ampected,, as described above at the other levels.

Seondly, senior unit leadership tbamelvem cannt perform the tasks and

therefore do not check subordinates for fear of mbarrasint or because

they do rat tak the time to train themaselves before they check.

Finally, the CrT tasks are, selected with so gamral WbcM or

training goal in mind. This sOMS to confuse sot only the soldier. but

the junior loaders as weln. The cTT training should support the umit' s

EImT and the umeber. of the unit should be mad- umore of this so that

the training has purpose, but I have nerw seen this to be the case in

aver two years of cheration. CIT tasks are invariably chomen by

brigade level or above with no consdrtio to a amites PM1L.
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PlanmniW withinage- Itraints

~MI Pruvioa. dbqter described In detail iftt Is required to

perf m am MMl task and the individml and =11 ictive, tamks meaeinnmy

to do a*. h m, Prolems observed in 135 wait. mu offered fmr

analysi.. with the COmoWaica that leaership in the gaud units is wek

med resmara.., ZmticilarlY ti=,, a=e iuiizfficimet to train the units to

AMY stmdat.t O0M~iM On aSsuMY area is but cmi of the several

HIML tasks the iafWAtzy and mzmc bettaliom in the 26th I.D. are

required to parfors. fthme umitst are directed to plan and aomct

training an the following addtIami j=. tasku:2

- Oomdkot A=mg cal aIanB

- Czm4awt DO]liberaft Defamen

- kstdaimh Blocking POSItiamS

- Pgmt F~lief M 11ti=0

- peform lIfim mt to mtoct

- P*f= amIiUuxmg of Lines

- PWZOMmNast Attac

- Pefoam DO]liberatte Attac VLMC waits)

- OM-hlot flt DOefMIe (Zlnfmtz waits)

But with the reOCeU 'Iaitatiams am a lack of trained leaders,

tba.. l3lL tasks -31 with, all of the M~rortin m~ M~ tb

perfmadover the axme of a Year cc rem- al to StONMMG for

sevral year - - maogiXing the P4F,-Intzeints aneI.'3eem,- the 26ft

InaUTq Divisimi he. ftvelpe a lamg-z~ plan to adbtm. the voit'.
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training needs.29 Ti plan is called the 26th Wnfantry Divisions

Yearly Training Plan and it includes 1990 Utougb 1996.

The long-range plan's first year is focused on squad and section

training, which consists of up to nine or ten soldiers usually led by a

sergeant. The intent is to focus training needs domnard, premmebly to

allae units to train on individual skills (comn tasks) and develop

battle drills (actions to be coducted given certain conditions an the

battlefield, such as mwanvering on an my fighing position). TWi

was Training Year 1990 (October 1989 throUKA Septanber 1990).

ining Year 1991 (October 1990 tbhrogh Septwber 1991) is to

focus on platoon and company level training. Intanded to build upon the

training conducted in the previous year, the platoon and onmpany are to

further develop battle drills and work on collective tasks to support

the unit XMsl.

Training Years '92-'96 are focused on evaluation, dvelopmt of

cmnand and control and sustaient training to reinforce the lessons

lea=red fr the previous training years. The 26th Infantry Division's

intention is to develop the Divisicn's units over several years into a

viable force for deployment. But I believe tbere are several basic and

profound problets with this approach to training.

First the inpetus for training is placed at the lowest levels

(squad/section throug copany). While there is no question that

training at these levels is necssary, there is no scheduled training at

the battalion level. As Capter 3 established, battalion level cmnd

and control desetely needs to be practiced and exrcised an the

ground because many of the units' problem begin at the battalion level.

The Division recognim the need to execise battalion and brigade

staffs, but only does so in smlatioms. The effeclvenss of thes
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stmilatiame wl be empanded upon at the end of thin c ter, but for

the sake of continuity, suffice it to may that the fo=us for training is

in4ffective in order for the Division to perfom its mT tasks to

standard.

eoondlyo 3zmy training manuals mandate the practice of thes

OccplaS tasks and subtasks annually to ensure unit proficiency. 30 °

units in the Division have no hope of ver reaching proficiency in one

year, let alone several years. Eve if all the tasks imre schdled and

perfomed in one year, unit personnel turnover alone would force

sorna+tM units to retrain and retest each moldier as vell as leaders

annually to ensure proficiency.31 With as many problem suffered by

ANW units in the 26th I.D., eve if testing and training bean

i ately, units could not meet Army standards within this annual time

requirubet.

Third, resources in Nw England are simply not available to train

units to standard. For OMsMplev an anr battalion has an annwl

reqireIment to participate in an uierciue called Tank Table Eight. 3 2

This simlated mrcise involves units vczldng together to engage jawing

targets over a distance of several tuMsand meters on actual ground. It

tests the proficiency of nut only individual roris, but also a unit's

ability to effectively Mamiver without ossive wipsore to enmy

fire, am wel as Junior leaders control over thei units. Oirrntly,

tbwe are no functional Tank Table zight training sites in Mw ngjand.

Fort Dma, NY, is onstmUcting am, but its completion date is yet to be

established.

ditionally, vith Fort Dri' a site to be the first available for

N gland, bow effective are the Divisions a or units ow? Ad even

with the campletion of the site, a great deal of practice, working
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together as a crw as well as a unit, and the devel,;-wt of battle

drills mist be cpleted before a unit can effectively pazti ata in

the training on the site. 1urther, the training wold need to be

schadeded &wing anual training CAT) bec=s the distance to travel and

the expmse to transport both soldier. and equipumnt to Fort Dru

prohibits training more than once a year.

Also along the line. of limited resources in New England is the

imout of space available for infantry battalions. Cmp Edwards is the

only suitable training area to allow a battalion-size unit to

effectively conduct exercises, and even C Edwards is limited to about

two light infantry battalions at a time for training without

authorization for expansion.33 But autborization for expansion may be

politically sensitive, and the current size of the maneuver areas at

g Edwards does not allow for any other units to effectively train if

two light infantry battalions are occupying the ground. Of course,

training areas are not the only resource limitations the units in the

26th I.D. face. Training mmuition, fuel, and parts are

expensive and current cutbacks are severely affecting the units' ability

to plan and conduct what limited training they do. 3 4

In sumaryp the 26th Infantry Division's Yearly Training Plan is

unrealistic and ineffective. Ambiguous goals (uXpose of the A ) Were

replaoed by this plan in an attemt to provide a besis for making

decisions and achieving order. But the efefctivene8m of this Mexrcise

is questioable. The Plan is simply ealsti because there are

insufficient resources to effectively ddress all of the , u1rin1 ts

placed pon the Guard given its lack of resources (tne, axpertise, and

moy to do so).

Specifically, ther are at least three prcblm identified here
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with the plan. First, the foams of training is at the lowest levelo,

which is certainly critical, but it does not address the oin=nd and

control problems in the combt battalions in the Division. secondly,,

the Amy recognizes the need for almot constant practice to obtain and

2sIstain proficiency in a unit$s aCollective and sup -ox 1in g individual

tasks. P&'U aits in the 26th I.D. have not Istrtedo let alone

inistlxe,p proficiency in their MM! tasks and it is highly unlikely

they will, particularly considering annual unit turnover. Finally, the

lacM of facilities in MW England precludes battalion level =its fran

maneuvering to develop Proficiency in lEM! tasks, and dollar limitations

hlireffective training with the high costs fuel,. spars parts, and

anmimtiora

The 26th Infantry Division does not seem to recognize bo to

effectively train the units. For emle,, it calls for an officer

Professional Developmet Progru (011W) to be "on going,"1 because the

current scheduled sessions offered once per quarter ame insufficient. 3 S

But to date, the Division offers no concete plan and instead enourages

the iopoainof a professional reading program. This involves

reading books on lessons learned from previous battles, as well as

reading hAMY manuals of various types, but this approach is not new.

Personal observation Pind experience of this type of approach to officer

devel g -It is that it is of Limited use becaus M-9ut junior leaders

cant uniderstand bmto apply the lessons to their current units. Even

if they could apply thes lessons to their units and change the training

sc~m the lack of resouroes (timej, maevow space,, money) will prevent

effective training.
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Th Division also recogni•e• that veapons markmmanship is poor.

The solution offered is mre training time allocated and full unit

participation. While this may be an effective solution on the surface,

it fails to consider the lack of training proficiency of Junior leaders

in the unit, w2o will be tasked to actually conduct the training. Also,

if more time is allocated for training, obviously smthing elm will be

postponed,, once again straining the already grossly inadequate resource

of time.

The Division also reconizes the lack of military Occupation

specialty (ICG) stay nttraining,, which is individual training

designed to keep soldiers sharp and proficient in their skills. The

Division points to the poor Skill Qualification Test (SOT) scores (see

Capter 6) and umsatisfactory ommn task training conducted by the

units (see previous chapter). But oe again, junior leaders lack the

skills themlves as well as the tim to bring soldiers up to

proficiency in their skills.

Finally, the 26th Infantry Division m.derstands the need for

physical fitness to perform combat training effectively based upon

lessons learned fro Operation Desert Shield (see Chapter 5). But the

solution is both unrealistic and ineffective. The ",fi, is to onduct

physical training wevey day during weekend drills and during armuml

training (AT). With weekend drills once a month and annual training two

weeks per year, the very most any physical training can be done is

thirty-nine ti per year-totally umacceptable to reach physical

fitness sufficiency. Leaders in the Division ,y respond to this

comet by stating that unit nober, vill be ,,encouraged to do physical

training on thir own during the week,, but we1t ambers have not daon so

to date and ther is no evidene that they are about to start.
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Even though the 26th infantry Division mm to recognis, of

the problins in its s d te uits, the solutions are ineffctive,

Unreaiti, or saply nonexstent. As a cam in point, battalion and

above staff siilations routinely omWted by A umits in the 26th

I.D. vll be analyzed to substantiate this bervation.

Ccmand Post Exercises (CPus) are =on tbrought the my to

incease effectiveness by enhancinig inoand and cotrol and inercto

between various staff elements. The 26th I.D. conducts a CPX yearly.

The exercise is called ,Yankee I"sUence,' and a great deal of effort

and time is invested in this event by both the bers of the Division

and active duty advisers. This grouap of primarily senior officers work

on the skills they are likely to perfoxm in combat as a division staff.

These skills include detenuinim what a mission or task entails (mission

analysis), ,orking as a staff to closely analyze what Vill be necessary

to aaco ish the mission (staff estimate), developing possible

rtions to aoczplish the mission (course of action

develcmnt), and preparing the as directed by the mrnander.

Persons in a supervisory capacity to assess the actions of the

division staff observed many shortom•ngs that would render the division

ineffective in a ocobat scenario at its present level of training. For

mple, during the preparation for the issuane of the OIRD1, key

aebors of the staff were absent during the mission analysis portion.

These mbaers were by no mans ancillary to the task at band. Without

timely and detailed analysis frE- each staff member, the staff is

seriously flawed.

Ctservation of the staff estimate portion of this process

highlighted the unfamil ty of suniio officers with imy doctrine.

With the potential lethality of today's battlefield, c=wality of
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language and an in-depth knoWledge of AMy doctrine is essential. In a

time of warp the 26th Division would operat, with active duty units#

which Vill Use Army doctrine and doctrinal taein daily. They -~el

uipeot. the AM units to undrstan -1d implemet this doctrine, but

this was not the case during the staff estimate adduring battle

simulations,, as will be exipounded upon later in this chqapte. Also#

oce the estimate was done, key principle staff officers wre= absent

when the courses of action were bein Gsvelcped. This is a serious

flaw. These senior officers are supposedly placed in these key

positions due to their wide range of military knoledge and aperience.

But what occurred is senior leaders delegated these responsibilities to

junior (and less experienced) members of their staffs without guidance

or input. I believe this occurred because senior staff officers do not

kn- what to do. This belief is reinforced by the observation of other

active duty trainers.

Finally# the actual peparation of the order was hampered by

inaequteguidance given by the Division 0adr ýn cnne

=ast give clear and concise guidance as to bo he wishes to perfoxm the

mission and bo he envisions the mission occurring so that his staff has

enough info ntion to plan acodnl.But once again,, this critical

portion of the orders drill was inadequate.

These obevations of the division staff are important and telling

of the Divisions* cpblities and N on 'msses. With a very clear

rltionship in any Amy organization between the various parts,, muddled

and ineffective orders produced at the top invariably affect the lower

levels of the organization,. as was seen during the actual play of the

division unarcise.

Personal observation a-osevtin of other trainers confinnd
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the poor comand and control skills of both the division staff and

subordinate brigade staffs as van. 36 An Ifincident list" was put

together msing the cqxwerime of the trainers to siumilate normal radio

traffic and likely o.. the Division would enotmter in a combat

uv--irot. The Division bad spent mths in praration of the

exercise, as had sbordiata brigades to a lesser degree. O the

weekend of the mercise,, many key players arrived late and sme

subordinate brigades sent representatives wbo bad not read the

operations order or the division plan. This reflects two problems

recurring t the Division.

First, late arrivals failed to properly check to ensure their

staffs were present and prepared to condct the operation. Also,

decisions need to be made prior to the play of the ercise. Without

the decisdon-makers present, the responsibility falls to subordinates

who are rarely familiarized with the plan to the extent of the key

players. Secondly, by not sending players Wo would benefit the most

from the ucercise, suordinte brigades viewed it as siuply another

Division reiauA ent of questionable utility. Further, 'he Division

staff did not mandate the presewe of certain brigade players, which

once again detracted from the credIbility of the ercise.

Thes observations were oonfirmed oce the play of the mercise

oIIned, which leads oe to conclude that the Division and the

brigades have weak c da and control skills as well as insufficient

aqpetise as a staff, As the initial incidents wer relayed to start

wesrcisi•tg staff activities, responses wer delayed at best and usually

m.stent. Within ninet •miue of the first portion of the

inrcisem, which was designed to take twelve bors, the Division staff
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bad bum rnred ineffective. It ily could not bhadle the .mout of

messages arriving, let alone respon to thm. AM a remut, the play was

balted and active duty trainers were asked to walk the staff through the

procedures an bov to operate as a staff in a cobat 1vnIiro-1nut.

Despite the artificiality of the exercise (no pressure froma y

forese, full memin, and fully operatio equipment) as wol as the

greatly reduced nmber of actual mesages this or any division staff is

likely to receive in a combat mev!r-,-mt, the 26tM I.D. staffs were

ineffective. Thus, despite the Division's recognition of its weak

cand and control abilities, it still could not conduct an exercise to

inprove upon its weaknesses. I believe root causes of tbe weaknsses

are that the staffs do not possess technical or tactical expertise and

are either unwilling or unable to learn, due in part because of resource

"constraints. A great deal of time needs to be dedicated to obtain the

skills to be effective. According to T Profei -!c• of

Ofefi s I #"the bedrock of the officer corps • st be

officers....expert in the tasks of those arms and services; at the very

core of theJ ae=tise muist be the ability of these officers to

fight."'
37

This particular exercise was not an isolated incident in the

Division. The axperiences of observers frm units throug1-ut the 26th

I.D. verify, to one degree or another# the same lack of eupertise. But

Amy doctrine dead proficiency in mre than the area of commnd

control. More broadly speaking, "Suocess an the battlefield vill dspuid

on the Army's ability to fight in e with four basic tenets:

initiative, agility#, dpt and synchroniation."3

As a case in point, a similar board exeraise was conducted with the

division's amred brigade in Janary 1990g. The prSperatOZy Staff
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activities were bhld, similar to the actios described above, but with a

lesser nMer of staffs (a brigade is about one-third the aie of a

division). Becaus of the decreased level of the play, siinlated U.S.

and Soviet forces gme pieces were used, not unlike chess piece.. This

allowed the brigade's candrs to "see" the battle as it occurred with

the intent to teach as vell as play the battle. An active duty officer

was chosen as the ccimander of the attacking Soviet forces due to his

fumuliarity with Soviet armored tactics. The brigade was arrayed in a

defensive posture in the vicinity of its actual wartim area. 3 9

Dimediately q=on t of the play, it was apparent to most

active duty players that the amored brigade was entirely too closely

deployed, thus presenting itself as a lucrative target for extensive

bombing or even for a nuclear attack. But for the sake of play, the

opposing forces (OP•R) ociander was to proceed vitbout the use of

nuclear weapons. As he moved, it became pparent that the brigade had

arrayed its forces assuing the OMQR would simply move down a

particular valley without deviating from course. Had be done so, the

OPFOR would most likely have been destroyed, but the Soviets use

reconaissance forces much as the U.S. Amy does to detect msch traps.

When the OPFR comander adjusted his board maneuver accordingly,

the American brigade knew it was in trouble. The caders in the

brigade did not anti4pate such an obious move, and they could not

react to the OPR ccmader' s change in course. The ONW omm er

simply attacked the American force from the flank and, due to the lack

of fledbility in the brigade's plan, it was helpless to react. The

degree of this defeat could be seen wben the OPIC e Was

instructed to ignore Soviet doctrin and go back to the ais of advance

the armozed brigade bad anticipated. This was ordered to prevent
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•----t and bmilliation of the brigade's officers. This order ws

probably inwoplt, because the full thrust of the brigade' a dire

mistake eluded the acmnmuers.

This aeercise smod that the brigade violated all four basc AM

tents of initiative, agility, depth, synchronisation. arigad.

forces ware arrayed in static, influible tmg2-1d Positions that

rerend the fore incapable of any action. Secotdly, the ---cted

change of the anicpat d uds of advane averco the brigadeer

cOmandeM. They failed to 'read the battlefield"O and to act quickly

and without hesitation. Third, inelasticity of the brigades defense

was qarent as the brigade flanks were rolled up by the OPFO.

Finally, the brigade could not effectively coordinate artillery and air

support. This prevented the brigade staff the ability to influence the

battle or deploy a reserve force in tim to the correct location.

What on•clusions can be drawn frm this exercise? The ercise

reflects the current state of readines of the brigade, which could be

called upon at any tim to deploy. For the unit to deploy as it is, the

loss of many lives wuld needlessly oocur. It is unanny to reviu the

after-action reports of previous inrciues and read the sam cints

year after year. Yet the brigade has yet to make the aP; r ate

adjustments to training.

Reserve ounumde.s ofteon respond by saying that po~lzation

trainin tim will be utilized to address these deficiencies, but

xAbilzation for peration Desert Stors dispelled many of these

asPuwpons as discussed in the Dat chapter.
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Cbaptar V

NOWI'zatimon - -m as you are

:Th previous chapters were intande to isotrae the oM.luzdties

of trying to reach a state of readimes for the 26th infantry Division

combt units. Tedetails just to train to the Arm stanard ame3

task, ocuy an assmbly area, are lengthy and near impossible to reach

proicia given the Ams limited resources in New EnglanM.

Forsa CcMan (POEISO , the -uarters for all major ombat

cmands of the United States Army, recognizes that -oat Iunits will

require additional, full-tim training if mobilized for war. A unit is

as4smed a ,C-rati•ng based upon the nmber of days the unit

feels be needs at the mobilizatioa station (NO) for training to reach a

dployable level of training Proficieny. TWAs is a subjective

tu tic based q= the vnitis reords, reports of inO&.eicns,

iawerw results, and the coimn s cun am sest. To assist the

Sond in detn ning his postbilization needs, be has an amnmal

rquit to fill out a Postilizatio Training and Supiortt

(..t PTSW documet 40 The Pvm is also 4desged to assist the

unit's NO to plan for. rge, fuel, m auition, and otbar facilities to

support the imit's training.

Based an the umit's NMEL, the Po.biLizatiau Training and support

docmnt (F1Qm identifies wbat tasks will be trained at the

bilizaim staticn that the unit ma r t train to stard

for the o==nt- year. Further, it WaUs the com. the opticn to

plan for mI It training (training coted to refresh soldiers in
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certain skills, but skills they can already perform with little

additional instruction). The manual to assist in omplistin, the F1S

document encourages scheduling equiLdent-intansive training before

training for individual tasks, presuably because equipment will be

shipped to the area of operations before the soldiers depart by

aircraft. The PTSr doument is to be reviewed by the chain of commandup

to the Adjutant General (AG) of each state, and finally to oe of the

six continental amies (CxINuss).

Every two years, FtEOI( conducts a simulated mobilization exercise

to test the units and the mobilization stations' aI& - ties to plan for

and conuct a mobilization. As an evaluator and organizer of the

mobilization exercise in October of 1989, called Exercise Proud Eagle, I

was able to look at unit capabilities and problems first hand.

The exercise for most of the units in the 26th I.D. was very

indicative of their state of training, leadership, and concern for

performing the goals of the exercise as well as possible. First, most

of the units deployed their advanced parties (usually three to four

mebers of the unit) with inompleto or missing paperwork. This

prevented an accurate assess t of the units' mobilization readiness

status. Secondly, scom units simply sent a courier to deliver the

pa;pework required for the MS. When MS personnel asked the courier

about specific and essential infomration concerning the unit, the answer

was not available. Evaluators were e again forced to beom* trainers

for the members of the advanced parties of the nmolized units, as was

the case for the "Yank.e ExcelleIc dX described in Capter 4.

Otherwise, there would be little if any training value at all for the

entire exercise. Once the units' advanced parties arrived at the MS,
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the units' portion of the amercise play was @cimletep 30 no 26th I.D.

units actually did m*WbIitis.

Th lessons froM the umarcise ware nusaos. First, units were not

checking papewvork for accurecy or -. l enss Semanly, training

. In.ernIng1 the specifics of m*Wi14sation was abysmal. Key piece. of

information ware sot avail able # such as bo the units$ soldiers aedor

equi~ent were to reach the M3. Even siore significant, the PM

docients were almot oampletely useles to a unit. They Were either sot

available (no one in the unit did the FM~ documnt) , sot filled cut

o.~letej, sot completed in accordance to the unit's M=,T, or ware

c letely inaccurate (such as filling cut the request for thousands of

rounds of awo ore than the unit actually needed).

To further point cut the lack of proper supervision of these units,

the PT~ ware usually approved up through the division for acceptance.

Another lesson learned from the mzrcise was that in the evant of a

moil 4zation, training areas ware insufficient to peasd.t -~a -1i-muits in

the 26th I.D. to train. They vould simply not be available. Finally,,

time the units would require at N3 for training vas very difficult to

estimate,, but with the poor state of unit mdWl14 ation - -_ retss

bused strictly an a "best guess" becaue of inompl eta paperwork and

muddled training plans, mcst if not all units wwgld require wall in

=ewn of two mots, hich renes than "0-4"0 ( ImnGploayble) . PAs

owck, NVFA= would be for, ed to either send the unit as it is$, provide

additional resoures to train thin to standard., or not mbilize thm at

all (for Cieration, Desert Storm,, this prowe to be the chuerin option,, as

discussed in the nexnt chapter).

Finally,, written reports and personal~ taintimot of evaluators wbo

pariciatd in the previous ICWK( sob Iiistion umeraise two years
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earlier (Exercise Golden Thrust) verify that the sm omutaiware MR"

with little or nou~aumn two years later. In facto a conference

held by the 26th I.D. in the early stageis of the build-up of units to

the Middle Zerst in support of Operation Desert shield brought forth

lessons learned concerning moilization problem.' 41Ow again,, the

same problems that bad occurred during cEarcise Golden Thrust (1987) an

gEmrcise Golden Eagle (1989) occurred for operation Desert shield, but

this time it vmas no exercise.

Many more valuable lessons were learned oooening solization of

reserve c~ougent. units. Although no combet. units were noilized, there

is no reason to believe that problems with the actual units mobilI Jmod

would not be the same for ocibat units in the 26th I.D. In fact, the

units that did mo~bilize at Fort Devens, Massachusetts, in support of

Operation Desert shield were smaller in =mbe and almost entirely less

equimen-intensive as Vould be ARM comibat units in the 26th I .D.,

particu~larly the armored units and the mechanized infantry units. Also.,

the units mobilized from both the Army National Guard and United States

AMn Reserve (UEMR) heduatr were highly pecialzd PocaI.-t

units. They were primarily medical, trnprai# military police,

and constru2ction e ngieeing 'units as well as a fein Judge Advocate

General (JAG or Army attorney) units.

These so-ca units vwe able to deploy becamse what they would

do in a war zone is simlI ar to what they do in their civilian

occ~ipations. Cobat units, an the other hand., do sot have

civilian-related 0o~tos Bowever, it was significantl to note that

soon after the unite began to arrive at Port Devens to process before

dq~l~y~o it becam apparent that the units were -so ill-prepared to

perform comm task soldier skills that active daty trainers ware
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required to travel to the unit how stations to help tm prepare. This

is a significant dqxatue from not only the Fort Devens mobilisation

plan, but alo m•bilization plans throughout the country that received

obilized units. The proble- was that the trainers were needed at the -4

to perfam other duties as evaluators of the nobilied units. Almo,

trainers were to monitor the units' progress to eu training at the

NO was I4Er-based and perforad to standard. Nowever, with the dispatch

of these trainers to the units#, may of the functions anticipated by

eactive duty trainers were curtailed. In fact, resources at Fort

Dems were quickly strained to capacity and both the active duty

trainers and the Fort Devens staff raced against deploymnt schedules

frantically hoping to cover at least a few of the essential., individul

survival skills so that the unts could deploy.

But the aqDbasis was on individual skills. With rare eceptions,

most units never had the time to practice thei ML tasks. Recall that

the MMEL tasks are mission essential, and that most units deferred

training until mobilized, as annotated on the unit PISM. The poor

state of training must have been noted by M = h u s, becas

a mnsage directed that units were deployable only if they received

Nuclear, Biological, and Cbmical (NBC) training, as well as survival

skdIlls and medical training. Th xupa reqiment for WZL training was

dzoqpe. To make the. situation evn mre significant, aI of thes

units do not require am a smll fraction of the RCL training a obat

unit would, because many of the skills are individually oriented tasks

(driving a truck, preparing a legal brief, or pexfwzing urgey). For

a combat unit, bei able to wfk as a teem is essential, end the only

way to do so is to practice in conditions as aloes to real obat as

possible. 4 A as prLviously addressed, training areas are at a
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preium in Ne England. Even Fort Dom, the closest facility suitable

for training large units, would not be available because of use by

active duty units, although this obevation was not tested because no

attempt at all was made to obtain training facilities by mobilized units

at Fort Devens due to a lack of time.

Significantly, FCRS= mandated active duty trainer. conut

individmual skills classes before a unit deployed. Altough sklls

were neither complicated nor unique, the active duty trainers were

required to both teach the skills and certify each soldiers proficiency

before the soldier could deploy. Although a reason why this was so was

never offered, I believe it is becu no faith is placed in the reserve

cmponent units' junior leaders to train the tasks to standard. In

fact, this re r t ses to confirm what was expounded pon, in the

previous chapter as to why training is so poor in AmC units--junior

leaders cannot train to standard even these cmon skills and the senior

sergeants and officers of these units neglected to train the junior

leaders to perform what is viewed Amq--wide as their jobs. My

observation and the experiences of others confirm the belief that senior

leader. cannot or will not train junior leaders when the senior leaders

cannt perform the basic tasks themselves or do not have the time to

learn and instruct junior leaders.

operation Desert. Shield shattered ost of the standard operating

procefures (SOPs) bald by the units, the mubilization statims,, and

h* ae up through the Deparnt of the Army. Units woud be

deployed poorly trained, ill-prepared, and incapabme of a timly

departure without uctensivo active duty mistace. This assistane was

well beyond what any h in the Army anticipated.

Significantly, th runits mouiized in svpport of Cperation Demert Shield
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in Now 3 qand are mmolusively nn-combat units and require & great deal

les training than an actual omat unit if mobilied.

Tbe is little doubt that the entire mbilization systme, the

first sn the Vietum kxildW, wbich ws an entirely different

On and a greatly extended timtable, will need to be

re-valuated and re-designed to account for iany of these lesons

learned. But most significantly, what I believe has been the bans of

training to standard in M units is validated by Oeraticn Desert

Shield: units are poorly trained, junior leaders are not capable of

training thei soldiers, and the senior leadership is either not

proficient theawalves in the skills they are required to possess or

siuply ae too busy to prepare effective training and check their

subordinat leaders.
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ChaterVI

Summay

2be twoe of the Vnited States 1137 is About to dwnpg

uigifitly The collapse of the Urawr Neat prcqpto by the mawgin

induuidaoeof eastern 3uxean states from the Soviet Union decreases

the need for a larges active Mazy presene in Smarpe. lmos the Ilodnii

federal b~get deficit continues to be a major concern of the V. a.

t~aqers. In respons, active duty awpmr will be cut by at least

22 percent by fiscal year 19.4

But with this decremse in active fty strenagths =any of the

rmosiblities will fail to the reserve cooaxets, which will assumi

an even greater role in Americals defens posture. 2equestion than

becomes, can the reserve cowponentas speclfically, ~abt, units in the

26th Infantry Division (Amy National Guard) assmer this role?

The 26th Infantry Divisions Like. all MM~ units,, has thirty-nin.

days per year to prepare for its wartime mi ssion as well as state

2 ,irimit that may arise an the M~jutant Gmneral (M) see fit. Tbm

ARMl is a state asset until federalized by order of the president of the

United States or by an act of Congress. Mm 26th I.D. is ,eponsible to

the state to provide disaster relief and riot controls amiwal am to

preaere for its federal or imrtim mission to deulay anIubre In the

world.

it mm the intent of this perto closely analyse all of the

collective and individual tasks required of a x Iat infantry battalion

in the division. By intfiqthe tasks at eeh level Of .muroxilions

several problein ma idetified with the systm. 7i1=t,, ammn -n
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Control of AM =its is seriously deficient. Thin is due in part to a

lack of expertise and a shortage of time to develop this art

sufficiently. The officer e&=tion system is designed in part to

develop the skills needed by officers to properly commad and control

their units. The three pillars of this system are formal schols,,

ugpriecedeveloped in the units,, an self-develaoent. But sost AN

officers lack the time to leave their civilian jobs to take formal A~y

courses,, and the lack of eqertise in the units limit the amout of

experience these officers can develop. This leaves self-dwvelopnent, in

which officers would study Anny doctrine on their vin or by taking

corrsponence courses. But this program is poorly managed and ladcks

focus in many AM units in the 26th I.D.

Secondly,, junior leaders do not possess the expertise to properly

teach subordinates in cinon skills,, paticularly if tsejunior

leaders have little or no active duty time. This problem is tcr.- mded

by the failure of the senior leadership to train junior leaders bow to

properly conduct training; once again due to either lack of expertise on

their part or a l ack of time to do so.

Third, iniiulproficiency of the soldiers in MW units in the

26thk I.D. is seriously deficient. Th Afylus Skill Qualification Test

(a=T) is a biannu ealmauination of soldiers' skills in their particular

specialty (active Amy soldiers tak the eannuw~ally). This is

currently the only objective mow to assess soldiers# ulfiain in

the Army. For AMK umits, the overall average of the test results for

both 1986 and 1989 were below the cutoff for PassiW (51.5% an S9%,,

with passi markced at 60%). For ariuon# the active Amly soldiers
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average M and 20% higher respectively cn the tests.44 P itially,

74% of all active uty soldiers Who wmre required took the SW,, while

only 32% of AMU soldiers actually did.45

This not only points out serious indivinal training deficiencies,

it also indicates a weimess in the AM unit leadership, who not only

failed to prepare the soldiers, but also grossly failed to enforce the

reqiruintto take the a=T. Further,, the Amy pUblishes and

dtrc2ibites an SQT Notice four or five months in advae of the windo

for a*--iistering the test, which is usually owe ymr for )m soldiers.

The notices tell the soldiers, "specific tasks to be tested... all tasks

listed appear on the test.", 4 6 Thus, soldiers need only to look u the

tasks in their training manuals to refresh themselves, but apparently

this is not being done. Finally, while the SWT is far from inclusive of

all tasks a soldier should know, it is a good tool to assess individual

proficiency. These results point out the abymal level of not only

indvidalskillsi, but also the leadership and quiality of training in

NM units.

The 26th I.D. has attempted to address these serious slortoomfings

through its Yearly Training Guidance, but it is unlikely that this plan

will be effective for several reams. The foam for the ",fir" is at

the lowest level and, while training certainly is required at that

level, there is no effective plan to address the serious seuior

leadership deficiencies. Secondly, the division cannot • to reach

proficiency in training without first dvelopig. training mpertism in

both the junior and senior lea levels. Finally, there are inadequate

resources of tim, mnuver area, and mey to conduct ag

training. The units lack the necessary cipertise Vt do so. Thse

serious deficiencies can be seen not only in the individual units Am n
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to qaud level, but also in CPU bald at both the brigade and division

level.

operation Desert Shield pointed cut ainy of these deficencies in

Ann units and several more. First, if owbat units in the division

wre to be mobilized, ther are insufficient training areas in Nw

Mgland to bring them up to proficincy to meet deployment windas-77%

of reserve ocamnnt units are due in Europe within the first sixty days

of the start of mobilization. 4 7 And While deploymet to Europe is

unlikely given the current situation, the division would face similar

tim re i ts if mobilized anywhere in the world.

Secondly, it appears mobilized units are no where near as prepared

as previously believed. The First United States rAy ephemuistically

"questions"l training records reporting,, physical fitnss, weapons

qualification levels, and individual skill proficiency. 48 These records

are seriously skewed and do not truly reflect unit readines status.

similar mnbers are being reported in the oaibat units in the 26th I.D.

and the ume questios are being asked.49

Finally, units as well as mobilization stations across the country

have been taxed to capacity, even for this relatively lw-level call-up.

Units am deployed with only training in basic individual skills.

PMMO'2 ha. all but abandoned attaipts to allw units to train in NMTL

re rments. ditinally, v, O ,s lack of faith in the abilities of

junior leadership training capabilties is indicated by the requirumut

for active duty trainers to certify all deploying soldiers in the

diviul tasks instead of the units$ Junior leaders doing the

training. ne again, this points out the systemic deficiemies in the

AM.

In sum, it is unlikely that the NM units in the 26th I.D. can
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reach a level of readiness for deployment. Thirty-nine days per year are

not sufficient to prepare the unit to reach even minimal Proficiency in

its EM tasks according to the AM standard,, nd even tee days are

not available for pure training. Fifty percent of a guird•sansm, time is

spent on un-essential, adeinistration tasks.so Personal -lpeince and

interviews of guardmaen also reveal that only four or five days of

actual training occur during AT,, which is the most critical training

time of the year for any aunit to onduct effective, collective

The rquirunnts frun state, federal, and adinistr-ative sources

and their associated lack of resorces along with personal issues of

careers, families, and ontinued education have renered AMC units in

the 26th infantry Division incapable of reaching a level of wartim
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chapter VII

The Ca~t units in the 26th Infantry Division located thrCOugiPz

me zwlan cannot reach a state of readiness to reach wmrtim

d~plyint The unit is seriously deficient in traine Junior and

senior leaders, individual skill Proficiency is vellbeiw the IAmy

standard, training plans are unrealisi and ineffective, and resurces

(particularly time) , ame not available to bring the unit up to an

improved state of readiness.

At the time I am writing this chqapte, the 48th Infantry Brigadet

(Mechanized) , a Georgia Amhy National Qiard omebat unmite was moilised,

in NovaIde 1990 and is going through unit training at the National

Training Center OMV at Fort Irvinj, Cali4fornia -4 M is UNAe primarily

by active Amiy mechanized. forces to Rune collective training skills by

maenern against a highly skilled OPMR (coppoing forces) unit.

Active AmIy units value the training becou~se of the realise,

prticularly with the wse of high-teCbnOlogy# lae emygoam inntiuaut

that provide Iinmdisat nd- accurate feedbu fron .2aint.1h 48th

Brig-ade, a roundbt upit, for the already duployed 24th Inftntry Division

(active Amy) Iis having serious traini~ng prab1m.; in fact, the

brigade has been uctanded for at least maven. aditicnel days &ue to

serious training deficiencies.

The active Amy cbevescntol have foun poor idvda

moldie skills, a shortaep of qialifled leaddErs With ueI " a and

fainl sabooing in their fielde, ui a laf of Mbattlefield awme



the ccander necessary to adjust to the confusion of combat. 1

Based on the analysis in this thesis, this should com as no surprise,

but the fomer Chief of thi6 Naticzal Guard Bureau may feel differently:

",lcqrd nmbers have achieved ever., goal, met every standard, and passed

every test."'S2 Tis, this recent omment primpted by the re-ir t of

the 48th Brigade's rotation to the NC simply adds to the confusion and

lack of focus in the A=y National Guard systan.

It is wholly unrealistic to expect an Ann unit to be proficient in

combat collective tasks. The active Amy trains an average of 200 days

per year, while A units train only 39 per year with about 50% of that

timn devoted to a ini istrative tasks.5 3 The coplzity of modern

equipment, the strain on resources, the -urnover rate, and the dmands

placed on the Guard not related to its wartime mission all militate

against readiness. This is why I believe the 26th Infantry Division

cannot reach a readiness posture.

This is not to imply that all reserve uiits are ill prepared. an

the contrary, many reservists bring mtraordinary civilian skills to the

Ay. These non-combat related skills are essential to the Total Any

concept, W:h cannot eidst without thm. But the vast majority of

these civilian skills are individual spedalized tasks, unlike the

zair•-ents for combat units, which demand teamwork, strong acmInd and

control, physical fitness, and esprit de corps. Thms, the mport units

that nd lized and deployed to the Middle Zast for Operation Desert

stoem, at least as observed at Fort Devens, are capable and essential.

For this reason, 1n1c.nbat units in the reserve components should be

staffed with sufficient resources to train. But by viewing the 48th

Brigade• ' expriene, cambat Quard units camnt deploy in an accrptable

tim. There are ten AM National aiard divisions and six am rouidut
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brigades. If these units bad to deploy,, ther are not sufficient

training facilities in the United States to prepare evn a iilI monmt

of these units in a timely manner.

The metire Ay lational Gard system muit be rwi--ed. What is the

mission of the Guard? Today's Guard is a descendant of the

mid-seventaenth-century colonial militia. ZA tims prgressed, the

Guard' a mission bem sore omplec and demandig. With state and

federal re r ts, it aears that the Guard has been overloaded and

cant reach a state of readiness in its cavbat units. The purpose of

the Guard must be clearly defined. The Guard is an organization with

normative and structural sources to ocntribute to national defene as

well as serve the governors. These sources are the primary causal

forces supporting the Army National Guard,, bit these sources are

"rationalized myths" in that the goals of the Guard ("readiness) cannot

be aipirically verified internal to the Guard, and that these goals are

widely believed both by the Guard and mmbers of the defense

establisl-ant.S4 Is it to assume more -euirmnts based upon the

Amy's Building Down program to decrease the cost of defense? If so,

can the Guard realistically be aspected to be trained in state missions

such as riot control, disaster relief, and the protio of key assets

and infrastructure in the United States?

It is my opinion that all ocat Amy National Guard imit', should

be disbanded. The Warsaw Pact is defunot and it appears that future

areas of conflict will be of lo-to-moderate levels, as u the case in

Iraq, Panm, and Grenada. That isn ot to say the active my should

not be reduced, for it Asould be because its current structure is based

vpn a major war in Europe. aft as this pperhas abran, the omabat

imits in the Amy national uard cmt rea an acceptable level of
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readiness. It-gardlss of bow ujob can be saved, it makes no sense to

rely an a force that cannot deploy and fight effectively.

What can be learned from this stuy? It is ierestig to view the

Gurd as an organization that has reacbed paralysis and ineffectiveness

in purpose. It apears it bas ccntinualy taken an additional

raqiruints as the ocmpl1xity of the entire system of defem grew.

Its people have lost the training and developwnt base to allorw the

organization to identify and address its uds. Further, the Guard can

be viewed as an organization subject to political influence that

detracts from its goals and degrades the quality of its people.

Finally, it denstrates that an organization with cross-cutting goals

that lacks accurate and valid means of evaluation will form a

self-perpetuating bureacracy opelessly deadlocked into a

non-responsive, bloated entity that has lost its original purpose for

its existence.
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Definitiom of T=Ms

aollectiv. Tasks: Actions to be taken by two or mmobwer of the

Sam unit that have a cm nurmmhle, standard of pefo ncm. These

standards of poxerfoumno are usually detailed in rnty training

publications.

Opeaton: This ternt in applied in a military umase to mum the

collective efforts of various type and sizes of units perforig

collective tasks to prodce a m goal.

Proficiency: obtain an acceptable standard in a single tasks as

detailed in army training pbitin. Proficiency in training is

determned tbroh o vation by an unbiased and eIperenced individual

or temin of a unit performing a task or gro of tasks. The obmervers

bave the sm specialty in the tasks bain perfmed by his pers or

subordinates. For individual tasks, proficiency is measumred thrh

both eation and objective testing.

Feedinews: Determined by both subjective and objective

readiness in the Army is ineurd in tes of pe-cnta of persom• •

strength and skil qalificati•s, available eqdiw.ut and the

orational rate of that eq• t, and its level of indivif and

collective training profi .
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FAMurcs:Defined in tes of tim, equipwmto, aMo for maneuero,

tranporttio. pezuo~nre, and expertise,, this tam dictates wahat a unit

can or cannot do to train to the aqpeted tasks it is designed to

perfom.
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